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Lingoda and Cambridge Assessment English  
join forces to revolutionise language assessments 

 

● Students can now take the Linguaskill from Cambridge test online with Lingoda 
● Results are available within three working days and recognized by a rapidly            

growing number of organisations worldwide 
● Its innovative AI technology makes testing faster and more accurate 

 
 

BERLIN, JULY 9th 2020 // Lingoda, the number one trusted online language school, and              
Cambridge Assessment English, the definitive authority in English language assessment, team           
up to provide easy and flexible access to language testing. Students can now take the               
Linguaskill from Cambridge test online with Lingoda, with results available within three working             
days, accepted by numerous employers, educational institutions and governmental bodies          
worldwide.  
 
The Linguaskill test, for which Lingoda is now an agent, uses cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence              
to provide students a fast and accurate language assessment experience. A remote proctoring             
environment, also ensures that the test is fully secure. Available for Business English and              
General English, the modular test covers speaking, listening, reading and writing, and            
candidates may choose to test each area individually. The results use internationally recognized             
CEFR standards to demonstrate qualifications for job applications, study programs,          
self-assessment, or to boost an online career profile. 
 
“We are thrilled to partner up with an organisation with such authority as Cambridge              
Assessment English’’ says Michael Shangkuan, CEO at Lingoda. “Flexibility is at the core of the               
language learning experience with Lingoda and we have seen its importance during these             
challenging times. Together with Cambridge, we want to offer students a trustworthy, fully             
secure yet flexible option to test their English level. With no schedule obligations, they can take                
the test no matter where they are.’’ 
 
The agreement is consistent with Lingoda's strategy to create a unique online language learning              
experience for its students. With over 450,000 online, 24/7 available live classes per year with               
over 1000 qualified, native-speaking teachers, Lingoda is making language learning easier,           
convenient and accessible.  
 
“By offering our Linguaskill test combined with secure remote proctoring, Lingoda opens the             
doors for English learners worldwide to prove their English skills comfortably and flexibly from              
their homes. Over the past months we have seen the increasing importance of this flexibility,               
and are happy that together with Lingoda our technological know-how and innovative products             
will make English learning and testing more accessible.” states Monika Nagelhofer, Marketing            
Manager Germany, Austria & Switzerland at Cambridge Assessment English. 
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The test is accessible directly from the Linguaskill from Cambridge page on Lingoda’s website,              
and has a cost of €69 for one skill and €149 for all four skills.  
 

 
 
ABOUT LINGODA 
Lingoda is Europe’s leading online language platform. Founded in Berlin in 2013, we make learning               
languages easier, convenient and more accessible for thousands of students from all over the world. We                
offer online, live language courses in German, English, Business English, Spanish and French with              
qualified, native-speaking teachers. Our private and small group classes are available 24/7, providing             
maximum flexibility. The specially designed, CEFR-based structured curriculum and extracurricular          
activities ensure learners always meet their goals. Our aim is to empower even the busiest people to                 
master a language and unlock their potential – anytime, anywhere. 
 
ABOUT CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT ENGLISH  
Cambridge Assessment English is a department of the University of Cambridge. The organization             
develops and produces the Cambridge English exams and qualifications for language teachers, which are              
taken by over 5 million people in 130 countries every year. Around the world, over 25,000 universities,                 
employers, government ministries and other organizations rely on their exams and qualifications as proof              
of English language ability. They also develop a leading range of support materials and courses for                
students and teachers around the world. 
 
Cambridge Assessment English is a not-for-profit organization which exists to help people to learn English               
and prove their skills to the world. All their work is supported by a dedicated team of researchers. 
 
Cambridge Assessment English has played a leading role in the development of the Common European               
Framework of Reference for Languages since its inception and also provides support and consultancy to               
institutions, ministries and regional and national governments around the world in a wide range of projects                
involving language learning, teaching and assessment. 
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